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Lecture plan

1. Experimental control: internal validity
I definitions
I confounds
I power
I control or random?

2. From the lab to the real world: external validity
I generalizability via theory
I generalizability via replication

3. Different types of experiments
I Natural
I Laboratory
I Field

4. Group assignment: looking for questions



Experiments: when and why

We have a hypothesis (H) and want to test if it affects problem P

Does a national advertisement plan for clean energy induce more renewable
adoption in French households?

I we could collect existing data and check with regression analysis [but this
is just a correlation]

I we could look for interesting natural experiments that allow us to study
the clean effect of H [hard to find!]

I we could run an experiment [causal evidence]



A definition of experiments

So what is, intuitively, an experiment? The key idea is control: experimenting
involves observing an event or set of events in controlled circumstances. It is
useful to distinguish at least two important dimensions of control: (1) control
over a variable that is changed or manipulated by the experimenter, and (2)
control over other (background) conditions or variables that are set by the
experimenter. Both dimensions involve the idea of design or manipulation of
the experimental conditions: the experimental laboratory is in some intuitive
way an “artificial” situation compared to what is likely to happen in the
“natural” or “real” world. – Francesco Guala, Experimentation in Economics



Experiments: control vs. relevance

In experiments we need control + relevance

Control: we need to be sure that all possible confounds are controlled for:
I Control over the sample;
I Control over the experimental design;
I Control over the previous knowledge of participants;
I Control over the beliefs of participants;
I ...

Relevance: when need to be sure that our experimental manipulation mimics reality;
that is, that our experimental results can be assumed to work also outside
of the lab

Control is also called internal validity : being sure that you are actually
testing what you think you are; Relevance is also called external validity :
being sure that what you do matters for the problem at hand



Internal validity

Definition (Internal Validity)

In scientific research, internal validity is the extent to which a causal conclusion
based on a study is warranted [source: Wikipedia]

Example (Impact of advertisement)

A national advertisement campaign runs on TVs from 10 to 15 february, 2017,
to incentivise use of buses. In the second part of the month you observe an
increase in the use of buses. Did the campaign work?

I temporality: purported cause should come before the effect

I correlation: is there a correlation between campaign and outcome [yes]
I causality: need to check

I if the result really exists [in line with 2nd half march 2016? 2015?]
I if other factors could have led to the result [good/bad weather? discounts?

pollution peak?]
I if some non-controlled group entered your observation [big meeting of

hi-school students in Grenoble]
I if the very fact that you measured has increased attendance
I if a group had some interest in the campaign appearing to succeed and act

accordingly

I if one of the ifs above is not fulfilled then you do not have internal validity



Possible confounds: confusion

Definition (Confusion effects)

Biases introduced in your experiment by subject not having understood the
experiment and interacting with other subjects, hence biasing the whole session

Example (Guessing game)

I Each participant must write down a number between 0 and 100

I with the aim of guessing half the average of all the numbers

I This is a guessing game or a p-mean beauty contest.

I The game has a Nash equilibirum in which all play 0

I But this depend on depth of reasoning



Possible confounds: confusion

Reasoning depth Bid

Level 0 Random in [0,100]

Level 1 1
2 100 = 50

Level 2 1
2 50 = 25

Level 3 1
2 25 = 12.5

Level 4 1
2 12.5 = 6.75

. . . . . .

Level n 0



Possible confounds: confusion



Possible confounds: confusion



Possible confounds: confusion

I Some designs are more prone than others to confusion:
1. games include interaction ⇒ problematic
2. individual decision making ⇒ can be modeled as noise
3. markets ⇒ usually self correcting (but not always!)



Possible confounds: experimenter demand effect

Definition (Experimenter demand effect)

Biases introduced in your experiment by the fact that the subjects act as if to
do what they believe the experimenter wants of them, ’the right thing’, ’the
good thing’.

Example (Energy labeling)

You run an experiment comparing different energy labels on washing machines.
You let the subject understand that out of the different labels, one was
designed by the experimenter himself. Changing electricity consumption is not
so difficult or costly (e.g.: unincentivized questionnaire). Subjects might deflate
their declared consumption for your label because they want to help you.

I are we observing a real behavior or an artifact?

I if we prove causality, can we trust the proof?
I ways around:

I neutral instructions
I context independent choices: anonymized objects and labels
I blind testing: the experimenter is a third person



How big are EDE? recent evidence

Recent data estimated

1. the effect of directly asking subjects to do action X. Limited but
significant effect (upper bound), equivalent to 20% decrease in stakes.

2. the effect of just stating the research goal. Very limited effect.

3. see references if interested!



Possible confounds: incentive size effects (including size = 0)

Definition (Incentive size effects)

Biases introduced in your experiment by the fact that the small (or null)
monetary values present in the experiment elicit qualitatively different behavior
than the real-world high stakes

Example (Giving in trust games)

You run a trust game, in which a subject has an allocation of 3 euro, has to
split it with another subject; any amount split is tripled, and the receiver has
the ability to share it back (or not). Equilibrium is for the first subject to send
zero; you observe people sending the full three euros.

I would this happen with complete strangers in the road and 300 rather
than 3 euros?

I is the result an artifact of the very small incentives at stake?

I (note that things get worse for questionnaires: it is free to lie / misreport
/ make mistakes)

I Possible solutions: give appropriate incentives; prove behavior is
unchanged as incentives change.



Possible confounds: sample selection effects

Definition (Selection bias)

Selection bias is the selection of individuals, groups or data for analysis in such
a way that proper randomization is not achieved, thereby ensuring that the
sample obtained is not representative of the population intended to be analyzed
[source: Wikipedia]

Example (An unexpected sample)

You expose 50 consumers to a questionnaire on their use of electricty. Turns
out the most used means of transport is the bike, and 30% have photo-voltaic
cells on their roofs. You meant the sample to be random, but due to word of
mouth 78% of subjects come from a group of activists of the green party.

I selection effects can lead to severely biased and false claims (made in good
faith!)

I selection is everywhere: M2 class is NOT a random sample of the student
population

I if you have selected subjects, you only observe conditional probabilities

I and these cnanot be generalized

I solution: randomize, check, randomize again, use large numbers, pay
attention!



WW2 UK bomber planes

In 1943, British were having heavy casualties from planes shot down by
Germans anti-aircraft fire. They decided to add armor to the planes in specific
points (armoring all the plane means too much weight). From all the bombers
that returned from missions in Germany, they collected data about all the hits.

Where would you add armor?





Possible confounds: lack of credibility

Definition (Experimenter credibility)

The fact that experimental subjects believe the instructions to be the real rule
of the game. Control about the beliefs the subjects have of what is going on in
the laboratory.

Example (Electrocution)

A famous Social Psychology experiment involves questioning a subject telling
him that he can choose whether to earn some money or not, knowing that if he
does then in an adjacent room another subject will be (lightly) electrocuted.
The experiment investigated the moral sense of people faced with immoral
rules of the game. Nobody was really electrocuted, but a confederate (an actor
acting on behalf of the experimenter) was making pain noises from an adjacent
room.

I experimental results are strong only insofar as the scenario is believed

I that is, the script must be fully credible

I taking the money does not only mean not caring about the other suffering;
it might also mean that you do not believe anyone is really suffering.

I credibility is key: beliefs guide actions and all we can observe are actions
(and not beliefs!)



Statistical issues: power

Definition (Statistical power)

The probability of deeming a result false, when it is really false. Else: the
probability of not making a Type II error. Else: the probability of not hitting a
false positive.

Example (A typology of errors)

H0 true H0 false

Observe H0 fine type 2 error (β)
Do not observe H0 type 1 error (α) fine

I power defined as 1− β
I poweer depends on

I the expected effect size ⇒ the larger, the higher the power
I the standard deviation of the data ⇒ the higher, the lower the power
I the sample size ⇒ the larger, the higher the power



The hotel example

A simple example

I Topic: online ratings

I Question: do prior ratings influence current rating?

I Method: field experiment in hotels

I Observed data: ratings

I Manipulated variable: exposure to prior (good) ratings

I Manipulation: No prior ratings, ’at least 7 gave 5 stars’, ’at least 17 gave
3 stars’

I N = 21, 22, 24 (respectively)

I They find that people in the 5-star treatment were 14 times more likely to
submit a 5-star review.

I This is hyper-significant

Question: so, do prior ratings influence current ratings?



The hotel example explained

Something is wrong with this paper...

I Sample size of 20 people per condition is rather low

I The effect is incredibly high

I Should it be a problem? The authors do not think so:

The present work presents some limitations, particularly related to the small
sample size under analysis. However, the fact that results are significant despite
the small sample size suggests that the treatment effect is strong.

But is it really so? let’s see



The hotel example explained

Two stars ∈ [1, 5] distributions, exactly identical, 20 subjects



The hotel example explained

A ∈ [1, 5] and a ∈ [2, 5] distributions, mean shift = 0.5, 5 subjects



The hotel example explained

A ∈ [1, 5] and a ∈ [2, 5] distributions, mean shift = 0.5, 20 subjects***



The hotel example explained

A ∈ [1, 5] and a ∈ [2, 5] distributions, mean shift = 0.5, 50 subjects



The hotel example explained

A ∈ [1, 5] and a ∈ [2, 5] distributions, mean shift = 0.5, 200 subjects



Power = 0.06 and related problems



External validity

Definition (External Validity)

In scientific research, external validity is the degree to which it is warranted to
generalize results to other contexts.[source: Wikipedia]

Example (Impact of advertisement)

You expose 45 subjects to a campaign to incentivise the use of buses.They
report to you in a questionnaire that after seeing the ad they feel more inclined
to take the bus by an average 20% more. Will the ad work also in the field?

I representativeness of the sample [to represent different types of people]

I size of the sample [to exploit statistical inference]

I control group [to ascertain effect different from baseline or random]

I incentive compatibility [to make sure that subject do not lie to you or to
themselves]

I double-blind testing [both the experimenter and the subject are blind as to
the purpose of the test]

I more...

I if one of the ifs above is not fulfilled then you can arguably have low
external validity



How to get external validity: get near to theory

How do you get external validity?

Get as far away from reality as possible and near to theory

I theory is generalizable by default

I so the cloer your expeirment is to theory, the higher the chances of
falsifying it

I if you fail, theory survives and you can apply it to further contextualized
settings

I because imagine theory fails in one little setting

I then it can be because of some confounds, some external influence, while
theory is still valid

I if the tst is non-contextual then it is in principle stronger



How to get external validity: get near to the real world & replicate

How do you get external validity?

Get as much real context as possible, and then replicate in several different
contexts

I running an experiment in the field, within the target population, fully
contextualized

I makes sure the result is valid in that specific field

I but leaves open the possibility that it will not replicate in other contexts

I from which we deduce the need for replication



Different types of experiments

You can hence choose your pick of experiment

Natural: the exogenous manipulation and the control group happen randomly and
naturally in the population. The expeirmenter can simply look at the real
world data [very rare!]

Field: the experimenter creates a control group and an exogenous manipulation,
randomizing some aspects and keeping others as they appear in nature.
[also called Randomized Control Trial]

Lab: the experimenter takes full control and recreates the setting in a lab;
synthetically creates a control group and a manipulation, and sees details
[this is the gold standard in the hard sciences]



Natural experiments

If you are lucky enough, nature provides you with a ready-made
experiment

Conditions:

I the manipulation must be exogenous (i.e. out of the control of the agent)

I there must be no selection (i.e. subjects being able to opt-in or -out)

I subjects must be unaware of the manipulation

I the manipulation must fall across lines that while not random, are so from
the point of view of the agents

Example (Crime rate decline in the US and abortion laws)

According to Steve Levitt (book: Freakonomics) the legalization of abortion in
the US reduced crime 20 years later. How can he prove it? via a natural
experiment. Some US states legalized abortion before the others – and saw
earlier declines. Moreover some states made it harder than others to perform an
abortion – and in those states crime declined less. [more details on the video]



Field experiments: Randomized Control Trials (RCT)

If you are a medical doctor, what you do is RCT

I Take a population fo interest (e.g.: lung cancer patients)

I administer a drug to a treatment group, a placebo to a control group

I track effects of the drug

I done.

Control vs. Randoization

I The setting, drug, background health levels, conditions of exposure to the
drug, etc... are controlled

I The sample, number of patients, hospitals, control/treatment, are all
randomized

But can it be generalized to other patients? other settings? slightly
different drug? not really..



Lab experiments

High internal validity, low external validity

I Recreate in a lab the essential traits of the setting to be studied

I That is: simplify, simplify, simplify!

I Keep only the minimal things that can prove your theory wrong

I Formally create one (or more) control groups

I done.

Control vs. Randomization

I All is controlled, synthetic, recreated in perfect (from the point of view of
the theory) conditions

I Only allocationt o treatment or control is randomized



An example of different methods: Electric appliances

Energy efficiency gap: consumers do not buy the best energy-efficient
appliances even if they (and the environment) would benefit Which
interventions work?

I Several RCTs failed to give a definite answer on what works and what not.

I See the paper by Peter Lunn on Moodle

Country Appliance Intervention Incentives? Works doesn’t

Germany Washign machines info on lifetime operating cost yes X
Ireland Tumble dryers info on 5-year energy cost yes X
Finland Tumble dryers energy label + staff training yes X
Finland Tumble dryers energy label only yes X
Finland Tumble dryers staff training only yes X
Finland Fridge freezers energy label + staff training yes X

Germany Televisions info on lifetime operating cost no X
Germany Televisions info on yearly operating cost no X

UK Boilers info on yearly operating cost no X

Hard to find a pattern – each RCT is valid but limited in scope

I Would lab experiments be better? Yes, if successful in finding the
underlying mechanism

I e.g.: problems in processing numbers; ratio of upfront to operating cost...
if the underlying mechanism is understood, policy follows



And now your questions

. . .
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